In any higher symmetry scheme, M, describes the po,~m ass splitting caused by the intermediate strength symmetry-breaking interactions (Issbi) as well as their mean mass determined by the symmetric strong interactions. As an approximation, Issbi may be neglected in the evaluation of M, . Then, the "electromagnetic eigenstates, " or eigenvector s of M "depend only on the structure of the higher symmetry group (they would be the "particles" were Issbi absent). In globa, l symmetry,~they are (I/~(pa+ w). In the eightfold way' they are -, 'p, + -, '~3&v and -, '+--, '~3p, . The ', we find for these eigenstates: p, = p, +q(5m) '(u, (u = (u -q(5m) 
.
